**Dining, Shopping, Games & Show Venues**

**International Street**
- E8 Kings Island Theater
- F6 Funnel Cakes
- F7 Auntie Anne’s • Emporium • Creative Glass
- F8 Skyline Chili • Starbucks • Fun Pit • Turkey legs
- F9 International Street Bandstand • International Street
- G6 Coca-Cola® ReFill Station • Yogurt Plus
- G7 International Street Bandstand • Sweet Spot
- G8 Cebobon • Graeter’s Ice Cream • Lallos Pizza • Lobstervilla • Spicy Chicken
- G9 Convenience Corner • FunPix
- H16 International Showplace Theatre
- H7 Chick-A-Dee Family Care Center by Fischer Homes
- C7 Banzai Arcade
- D7 Ice Cream Zone • Cookie Connection
- D8 Chicken Shack

**Oktobfest**
- E6 Beer Garden • Airship • Hank’s Mexican Grill • Gold Medal Bobs
- E7 Funhouse • Cartoon Drawing • Cartoon Stage • Age & Weight Games • Punderdome
- C4 Coney Tale • Coney Mall Midway Games • Coney Mall Basketball
- F5 Skyline Chili
- C4 Rath’s Ice Cream • Jake Box Dinner • Three-Point Challenge

**Riverton**
- H4 Lallos Pizza • Riverton Arcade & Games • Coca-Cola® Refill Station
- H5 Paradise Island
- H6 Auntie Anne’s • Scentor Challenge • Antique Photos • Basketball Funnel Cakes
- H7 Diamondback Throwing Pool • Ton • Chase Coca-Cola® Refill Station • Mammi Riverhouse
- H8 Riverton Pet-Worlds • Coca-Cola Freestyle Café
- H9 Planet Snoopy
- H10 Ice Cream
- H11 FEASTIVAL®”Structure
- H12 Planet Snoopy Grill • Snoopy Treats
- H13 Planet Snoopy Midway Games • Snoopy’s Boutique
- H14 Snoopy’s Snack Shack
- H15 Snoopy’s Bumpy Road
- H16 Planet Snoopy

**Picnic Grove**
- K7 Catered Events (Reserved Area)
- N5 Island Smokehouse
- S5 Skyline Chili Express
- O6 Coconut Cove Café • Coconut Cove Bar

**Soak City**
- M6 SUBWAY® • Sandy Beachwater • Seaside Supplies
- M7 Calypso Coolers

**Soaking Cavens**
- A Supervising Companion is someone who meets all the requirements to ride the ride but does not ride due to personal or behavioral reasons. They will be observed closely for appropriate behavior. Supervising Companion are responsible for ensuring that the guest and the supervising companion ride properly—where applicable—and follow all ride regulations and instructions.

---

**Guest Information and Park Policies**

**ABORTIVE BEVERAGE POLICY**

**Alcoholic beverages are not permitted within any part of Kings Island or Soak City.**

**ATTIRE & BEHAVIOR**

Shirt(s)/pants and shoes must be worn at all times while at Kings Island. Unduly behavior, profanity, obscenities, offensive gestures or statements, suggestive or offensive clothing or material are prohibited. **Soak City:** Appropriate swimwear is required. Guests not wearing appropriate swimwear are not permitted. Swim caps are required.

**FAMILY CARE CENTER BY FISCHER HOMES**

**We welcome families with children in strollers and other assistance services such as diaper changing stations, bottle warming. Kid Track and registration offices.**

**FIRST AID**

Available on International Street across from the exit of the Boo Blasters on Boo Hill and in Soak City next to SUBWAY. First aid trained staff and Registered Technicians are always on hand. Medication cannot be dispensed to minors without parental consent. If you believe you or your party member requires medical assistance, please let us know and we will bring them to First Aid and they will come to your location.

**GUESTS WITH DIABETES**

Guests with a medical condition that may need immediate attention should be accompanied by an adult. Please bring your insulin pumps or insulin vials in a small box to secure. Please let us know of any issues with your medication as soon as possible.

**GUEST SERVICES**

Located at the Front Gate or Soak City for information regarding park and ride accessibility. All Kings Island rides are accessible for a rental on a first-come, first-served basis at the Gate. Accessible restrooms are located just inside the Front Gate, scattered throughout the park.

**HEIGHT MEASUREMENT STATIONS**

A guest’s height is an important factor in ride selection and safety. The use of our height stations located just inside the Front Gate and Planet Snoopy to determine your height. Once the measurement has been taken, the guest’s height will be a corresponding color coded tag to indicate to additional height measurement throughout the day.

**Height Requirements**

Some rides and attractions may suspend operations due to severe weather conditions. Operation will resume as soon as it is safe to do so. Please enjoy a ride or browse until such weather passes. Kings Island cannot issue rain checks or refunds for inclement weather. Guests are strongly urged to wear appropriate clothing and avoid the accumulation of wind and rain while waiting in line.

**KID TRACKS**

Kings Island offers a service to quickly reunite separated children and parents. For a small fee you can opt in for service at Guest Services, Fisher Homes Family Care Center or Soak City Guest Services.

**LIFE VASTS**

Provided free of charge. Only U.S. Guest Guard approved flotation devices (PFD) are allowed. For Tidal Wave Bay, Race For Your Life Charlie Brown, Speedy Bones, and any area less than 48” tall in bare foot as is an in-service or non-swimmer. Guest Services and be 42” tall to be accommodated by a Supervising Companion.

**LOOKING FOR A TWINNER?**

If you are cutting in front of other guests who are already in line, saving a place for someone or leaving a line and attempting to re-enter at the same point is defined as “lame parking” and is not permitted at Kings Island for any reason. Any guest who line-jumps — regardless of the reason — will be asked to let the family behind them and leave the ride entirely or leave the park with the right having been revoked.

**LOCKERS**

Located in the exit area of the Guest Services. All lockers are equipped with a keyless entry system. Luggage lockers are available for a rental on the Front Gate.

**LOST & FOUND/CANCELED ITEMS Held at the Park Entrance If you lose an item at the park entrance, you may file a lost or found report in order to keep the ride in operation, an immediate search is not possible. Please visit the Lost & Found Booth located outside the Front Gate or Soak City. You may file a claim at this location, the item will be logged, and the claim will be reviewed to determine if the item is yours.**

**RIDE RESTRICTIONS**

You may be required to provide photo identification to verify your protection, each ride is rated for its special features, such as high speed, steep drops, sharp or other dynamic effects. All Kings Island rides cannot issue rain checks or refunds due to inclement weather. In case of severe weather, area emergency warning systems will sound and further instructions will be given over the public address system.

**RIDE SAFETY REQUIREMENTS**

Many rides at Kings Island are dynamic and thrilling. There are inherent risks in riding an amusement ride. For your safety, on each ride, the ride operator and supervising companion will carefully observe the guest, and make sure that the ride is appropriate for the guest. If you do not feel well, please ask the ride operator to stop the ride. In any case of recent surgery, heart trouble, high blood pressure, heart trouble, back trouble or any other condition which may be made worse by vigorous movement, you should consult with the ride operator and your doctor before riding. Please be prepared for any ride that you may not be able to ride due to physical condition. Kings Island rides are rated according to the various ride conditions. The ratings are posted at the ride entrance. Use these ratings to determine which rides will be appropriate for you. 1 for mild rides, 5 for the most aggressive thrill rides.

**SCREENING**

For the convenience of all guests, smoking of any kind, including vapor and e-cigarettes, is allowed on an otherwise smoking area. Please refer to our map on the reverse side for specific locations. Smoking is not permitted in any theater, waiting area, restaurant or on any ride. Thank you for your cooperation.

**WEAPONS**

Weapons, unauthorized weapons or firearms, of any kind, are not permitted on park premises.

---

**Ride Rating Requirements Key**

- **Unable to ride**
- **Must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion**
- **Must be accompanied by a Supervising Companion**
- **Water depth or participation may be restricted**
- **Not under 48” must wear life jacket**

**Ride Rating Requirements**

Height restrictions subject to change.

---

**Download our FREE**

**Mobile App for dining descriptions and menus.**